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INTRO
Quip was built on a simple premise: The way we work is
broken. And that's because at the end of the day, work is
really just about people communicating with each other.
And though the technology we use at work might seem
advanced, it's actually just digitized revisions of the same
old model. Quip fixes that.

Legacy productivity solutions actually impair team productivity.
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Word Processing: Document

Chat: Conversations are
disconnected from work

versions become out of sync

Productivity
gaps
1972

Email: Information gets
buried in too many emails
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2017

Spreadsheets: Digitized versions
of a slide rule and calculator have
no conversational features

Quip closes the productivity gap.
Quip's founders, Bret Taylor and Kevin Gibbs took a fresh look at
the principles of working together, and built Quip — something
that redefines the electronic document, and therefore the
entire productivity suite.

Communication is the
most important feature
of productivity software.
Quip is the next-generation productivity suite that combines
documents, spreadsheets, checklists, and chat with live CRM
data into one seamless experience.

Why give up 30 years of
word processing features for
thumb-typing in your phone?
Because with documents,
it's more important that the
person you send something
to can hit “reply,” and way
less important that you're
able to use footnotes or
change fonts. That's why
we built Quip.
Bret Taylor

CEO and co-founder of Quip
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Quip has everything teams need to get work done.
Tasks: Use checklists and tasks to

Emojis & Likes: Bring human emotion

track the work as it's happening

to our work, because we aren't robots

Chat: Decisions stay inextricably linked

Changes: The work history is transparent,

with the work — context is never lost

instead of trapped in peoples' inboxes

Comments: Keep the conversation

Mobile: Fast, responsive, and

where everyone can find it

fully featured on all devices
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HOW TEAMS AT SALESFORCE USE QUIP
TO INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND
SUCCESS EVERY DAY
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TEAM CASE STUDY #1

Value-add Overview

Sales
A high-performing group, often on
the road, and focused on engaging
and collaborating with customers

External collaboration

Cross-functional work

Improved visibility

and prospects.

How they're using Quip
Focus on selling – Keeping salespeople in the loop at all

a central place, and bringing live CRM data — with

Quip has been a huge factor in
helping us reach our quarterly goals.
We work faster, we get more done on
the go — and we enjoy it!

account and opportunity info — right into their

Mike Wolff

times. With the Quip mobile app, they always have the info
necessary to keep deals moving forward from anywhere.
Account and territory planning – Collaborating in

teammates documents.
Mutual success plans – Sharing documents externally
with fine-grained permissions, enabling rich, deep
interactions with customers in real time.
Access live CRM data – Working with the most updated
customer information, because Quip documents contain
Live Data from Salesforce.
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SVP Sales at Salesforce

Value-add Overview

TEAM CASE STUDY #2

Marketing
Ensures all assets, messages,
and materials stay true to
brand. Responsible for the

Improved team

Project planning

Efficient 1:1

company website, blog, and

communication

and management

meetings

social media channels.

How they're using Quip
Team communication – Using a team chat room in Quip

Project planning – Using Quip documents — with

for staying up to date on everyone's work on a daily basis:

spreadsheets, checklists, and images — to plan team

sharing best practices, team wins, announcements, and

projects, set quarterly and annual goals.

fun stuff.

Content creation – Drafting, sharing, and gathering
feedback on blog posts, website copy, emails, newsletters,
press releases, and more.

37%

Mentoring and management – Sharing robust meeting
agendas and notes for one-on-one meetings, project
Quip customers say that
using Quip has helped them
cut project completion time
by 37%.*

reviews, and other initiatives.

*Quip Customer Relationship Survey September 2016
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TEAM CASE STUDY #3

Value-add Overview

Events
Responsible for some of the
world's largest tech events. Takes
flagship customer conferences

Work on the go

Day-of communication

Budgets

and scales them to locations
around the world.

How they're using Quip
Planning events – Using a single Quip document for

doc, making sure nothing ever gets missed or confused.

Quip has transformed how we
communicate as a team at events.
Through the mobile app, we can
troubleshoot on the go and solve
issues faster than ever.

Real-time troubleshooting – Being prepared for anything

Elizabeth Maxson

with the Quip mobile app. When events go live, teams can

Senior Manager, Corporate Messaging
& Content at Salesforce

every event, so everyone involved can easily collaborate
on budget, assets, and checklists.
Streamlining communications – Keeping chat and
decisions about an upcoming event in the event's planning

communicate quickly and reference important documents
on the fly.
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Value-add Overview

TEAM CASE STUDY #4

Program
Management
Keeps projects, teams, and
entire departments on

Team alignment

Task assignment and

Organizing work

follow-through

track — all while providing
visibility to key stakeholders.

How they're using Quip
Effective meetings – Drafting agendas in Quip, and

Team folders – Housing all the team's work in Quip's

circulating for feedback, review, and approval before

intuitive folder structure. Using top-level folder to share

distributing. Then, capturing notes and sharing, and

across the whole group, and sub-folders for smaller

assigning follow-up items to specific individuals.

projects and initiatives.
Fast action – Relying on comments, chats, and real-time
notifications for fast resolution to issues, and closing urgent

50%

open issues.

Quip improves team
communication by 50%.*

*Quip Customer Relationship Survey September 2016
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Value-add Overview

TEAM CASE STUDY #5

Customer
Success
Helps customers achieve success
with the product. Partners with

Connecting with customers

External sharing

Project management

sales, support, and services, plus
the customers themselves.

How they're using Quip
Using templates – Sending ready-to-fill-in documents

Collaborating with outside parties – Sharing documents

to customers that gather the exact data needed, while

outside Salesforce, giving customers a way to communicate

making the best use of the customer's time.

and collaborate that's easier, faster, and more central than
email or phone calls.
Using a single doc for projects – Executing on

43%

customer's needs by gathering information in templates,
then collaborating together, along with the customer,
Quip reduces the email
load on teams by as
much as 43%.*

in a single Quip doc.

*Quip Customer Relationship Survey September 2016
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Value-add Overview

TEAM CASE STUDY #6

Community
Empowering users with
platforms, groups, and events,
and helping customers connect

Managing engaging

Partnering with the

Centralizing key

content

community

information

with one another.

How they're using Quip
Planning large events – Creating and sharing event

Using Quip as a wiki – Building a program for

documents among User Group leaders and Salesforce

Salesforce MVPs entirely on Quip. This platform will

community team staff. Collaborating on logistics, content,

centralize program information, individual projects,

and agendas for events.

and group communications.
Creating content together – Collaborating in Quip
documents in real time at workshops. User Group

46%

leaders are working together in Quip on projects,
mission statements, and goals.
Teams using Quip are
46% more productive
than they were before.*

*Quip Customer Relationship Survey September 2016
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LEARN MORE

Go to Quip.com/teams
to learn more and start
your 100% free trial.
Start Now
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